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Abstract-Some new bounds for the first inequality of Ostrowsld-Griiss type are derived. These 
new bounds can be much better than some recently obtained bounds. Applications in numerical 
integration are also given. @ 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1938, Ostrowski proved the following integral inequality [l; 2, p. 4681. 
THEOREM 1. Let f : I + R, where I c R is an interval, be a mapping differentiable in the 
interior Int 1 of I, and let a,b E IntI, a < b. If If’(t)] 5 M, Vt E [a,b], then we have 
/f(+-[f(t)dtl 5 [;+‘“-&+-$““1 (b-a)M, (1.1) 
forzE [a,b]. 
The first generalization of Ostrowski’s inequality was given by Milovanovif. and PeEariC in [3]. 
In recent years, a number of authors have written about generalizations of Ostrowski’s inequality. 
For example, this topic is considered in [3-71. In this way, some new types of inequalities are 
formed, such as inequalities of Ostrowski-Griiss type, inequalities of Ostrowski-Chebyshev type, 
etc. The first inequality of Ostrowski-Griiss type wss given by Dragomir and Wang in [4]. It was 
generalized and improved by Matic, PeEariC and Ujevic in [5]. Cheng gave a sharp version of the 
mentioned inequality in [S]. This sharp version has the following form. 
THEOREM 2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold. If f’ is integrable and 7 5 f’(t) < I?, 
V t E [a, b] and some constants 7, I? E Ri then we have 
forz E [a,b]. 
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The main aim of this paper is to point out new estimations of the left part of (1.2) and to 
apply them in numerical integration. It turns out that these new estimations can give much 
better results than estimations based on (1.2). Some closely related new results are also given. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 3. Let f : I + R, where I c R is an interval, be a mapping differentiable in the 
interior Int I of I, and Jet a, b E Int I, a < b. If there exist constants y,T E R such that 
7 5 f’(t) 5 I’, Vt E [a, b] and f’ E Ll(a, b), then we have 
and 
If(.)- (+!) f@;:;(a) -$-/.bf(t)dti 5 p(r-S), 
where S = (f(b) - f(a))/(b - a). 
PROOF. Let us define the function 
K(x,t) = 
1 
t-u, t E [a,z], 
t-b, TV (x,b]. 
Integrating by parts, we have 
1 b 
--J K(xc,t)f’(t)dt= & b-a a [/ 
I(t-a)f’(t)dt+ ‘(t-b)f’(t)dt 
a I + I 
= f k) - & Ib f (4 dt. 
a 
We also have 
1 b a+b 
-J K(x,t)dt=x-T 
b-a a 
and 
s 
b 
f’(t) dt = f @I - f(a). a 
From (2.4)-(2.6), it follows that 
f(x)-(~-~)~(~~~~(~)-&--~~f(t)dt 
1 b J K(x,t)f’(t)dt - (b _‘,,z a J 
b i-b 
=- 
b-a a f’(t) dt J K(x, t) dt. a 
We denote 
R,(X) = & J” K(x, t)f’(t) dt - & 
a 
[f’(t)dtlK(x,t)dt. 
If C E R is an arbitrary constant, then we have 
R-n(x) = f&s,” (f’(t) - C) K(x,t) - +-[K(x,s)ds] dt, 
(2.1) 
(24 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
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since 
b Jl b K(x,t) J 1 K(x,s)ds dt = 0. la a 
First, we choose C = 7 in (2.9). Then we have 
and 
Since 
and 
from (2.11) we get 
J 
ab If’(t) - 71 dt = f(b) - f(a) - 7@ - a> 
= (S - 7)(b - a), 
P&N 5 V(S-7). 
From (2.7), (2.8), and (2.12), we easily get (2.1). 
Second, we choose C = P in (2.9). Then we have 
and 
%4x)= j& I,” (f’(t) - r> K(x,t) -$--lK(1;S)ds-j dt 
IRn(~>l 5 &-tq~l(Wx,t)- (~-~)~~lfV)-W 
Since 
J ab If’(t) - q dt = r(b - a) - f(b) + f(a) 
= (r - s)(b - a), 
from (2.13) and the above relation, we get 
I%(x)l 5 q(r - s). 
From (2.7), (2.8), and (2.14), we easily get (2.2). 
COROLLARY 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3, we have 
fta)+fcb) ’ -- 
2 J I b-u D bf(t)& 5 b-a +s - 7) 
f(u) + f(b) 1 -- 
2 J I b-u a bf(t)dt < b-a -+r - s). 
PROOF. We set x = a in the above theorem. 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
I 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
I 
REMARK 1. If we choose C = (I? + 7)/2 in (2.9), th en we get (1.2). If we additionally set 2 = a, 
then we get the next result 
f(a) + f(b) 
2 
(2.17) 
If we set x = (u + b)/2 in the above theorem or C = (I’+ 7)/2 and x = (a + b)/2, then we get 
corresponding midpoint inequalities. 
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THEOREM 4. Let f : I + R, where I c R is an interval, be a twice continuously differentiable 
mapping in the interior Int I of I with f” E Lz(a, b) and let a, b E Int I, a < b. Then we have 1 
for z E [a, b]. 
PROOF. Let h(z) be defined by (2.8). From (2.7), we get 
J&&(x) = f(x) - (x - F) f’b; I Jy - & 1” f(t) cit. 
If we choose C = f’((a + b)/2) in (2.9) an d use the Cauchy inequality, then we get 
If we now use the Diaz-Metcalf inequality [2, p. 831, then we get 
We also have 
b J( w&t) - a $-&(x,s)ds)2 dt = [K(s,tYdt - & (~wx7s,~s)2 
(b - a)2 
=12. 
From the above relations, we easily get (2.18). I 
THEOREM 5. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2 hold. If additionalry f is convex on [a, b], then 
(2.19) 
PROOF. The inequalities 
1 b OS- 
J b-a o 
f(t) & - f 
are proved in [5]. The third inequality in (2.19) is a consequence of (2.17) and the fact that 
l? - 7 = f’(b) - f’(a). I 
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3. APPLICATIONS IN NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
A combination of results obtained in [5,6] gives the following result. 
THEOREM 6. If f satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2, then for every partition I,, : a = x0 < 
Xl < ... < X,-l < 2, = b of [a, b] and for any intermediate point vector t = ((0, &, . . , &+I), 
satisfying & E [xi, zi+l] (i = 0, 1, . . . , n - l), we have 
IJ a *f(t)dt-&(f,Ih,<) _< ;(r-&f. i=o (3.1) 
Here hi = xi+1 - xi and AG denotes generalized quadrature rules of Riemann type defined by 
AG(~, Ih, 6) := ne f (ti)hi - ne (6 - Zi +2Zi+‘) [f (x$+1) - f (Xi)] 
i=O i=o 
.PROOF. From (1.2) with [xi,xi+l] in place of [a, b] and with x = ei, we get 
lhif (&) - s,z”l f(t) dt - [f (xi+l) - f (xi)] (& - xi ‘2xi’1) / I f (r - r>hft 
I 
for i = O,l,. . . , n - 1. We also have 
hif (6) - Jzi” f(t) dt - [f (xi+l) - f (xi)] (& - xi +2xi+‘) 
xi 
a+1 J [ 1 J xi+1 = milt) - K 2i K(&, s) ds 3% I[ f’(t) - T] dt. 
We now sum this over i = 0, 1, . . . , n- 1 and use the triangle inequality to get the desired result. 8 
COROLLARY 2. Let the assumptions and the notation of Theorem 6 hold. Then 
I/ 
b 
a 
f(t)dt-&(f,b) I +-$h:, 
i=O 
where &(f, Ih) is the trapezoid quadrature rule defined by 
AT(f,Ih) := f ne[f(xi) f f (xi+l)]h. 
r=O 
PROOF. We set & = xi in Theorem 6. I 
REMARK 2. In a similar way, we can get the corresponding composite midpoint formula. 
THEOREM 7. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6, we have 
IJ 
b 
f(t) dt - &(f, hr <) 
a 
5 f $8 - y)h? 
a=0 
and 
IJ 
b 
f(t) dt - &(f, hr c) 
a 
5 ; !$’ - Wh:, 
a=0 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
where Si = (f (xi+l) - f (xi))/hi, i = O,l,. . . , n - 1. 
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PROOF. If we apply (2.1) to the interval [zi,zi+l], then we get 
for i = O,l,. . . , n - 1. We also have 
where 
for i = 0, 1, . . , n - 1. If we now sum the above relation over i from 0 to n - 1 and use the triangle 
inequality, then we get (3.2). In a similar way, we get (3.3). 1 
REMARK 3. If we set & = xi and & = (zi + zi+1)/2 in the above theorem, then we get corre- 
sponding composite trapezoid and midpoint formulas, respectively. 
We now show that the estimations obtained in Theorem 7 can be much better than the esti- 
mation obtained in Theorem 6. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let us choose f(t) = t”, k > 1, a = 0, b > 0, and hi = h = (b - a)/n, i = 
O,l,. . . , n - 1. Then we have f’(t) = kt”-’ and y = 0, J? = kbkml, k > 1. 
From (3.2), for this example, we get the right-hand side 
R.H.S. (3.2) = $bk+? (3.4) 
From (3.1), for this example, we get the right-hand side 
R.H.S. (3.1) = ;b”+‘. (3.5) 
We see that (3.2) is better than (3.1), if k > 4. In fact, if k >> 4, (3.2) is much better than (3.1). 
EXAMPLE 2. We now consider the integral S,bf(t)dt, where a = 0, b = 4, f(t) = exp(t2 - 16) 
such that f’(t) = 2texp(t2 - IS), y = 0, F = 8, f(a) = exp(-16), and f(b) = 1. If we choose 
hi = h = (b - a)/n, i = O,l, 2,. . . , n - 1, then estimates (3.1) and (3.2) become 
IJ 
b 
f(t) dt - Adfr I/a, t) I 
a 
!k$(b - a)2 = : 
and 
b 
f(bl I i(a) - 71 = $1 - =w(-W), (3.7) 
respectively. Suppose that we have to calculate the above integral with a tolerance of error E, 
where E > 0 is a given small number. For example, let us choose E = 10V3. We have to solve 
the inequalities 16/n < 10V3 and (2/n)(l- exp(-16)) 5 10m3. From the first inequality, we find 
n 2 16000, and from the second inequality we find n 2 2000. Thus, in this case, (3.2) is much 
better than (3.1). In fact, for any tolerance E, estimate (3.2) will be better, at least, eight times 
than (3.1). 
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